1996 Farm Bill
- Freedom to Farm
- Omnibus Bill
- Price supports for dairy scheduled to be eliminated over 4 years
  - Yeah, right
- Market Access Program
- CA Fluid Standards
- Language for a CA FMMO
2002 Farm Bill
- Legacy of failed Freedom to Farm
- New dairy safety net
  - Northeast Dairy Compact
  - Conference Committee
  - DPSP
  - MILC
- Conservation Title
- Energy Title
- Nutrition Title
CALIFORNIA DAIRY AND THE FARM BILL

- 2008 Farm Bill
  - CA experience
    - MILC & Price Supports
    - 2006 Prices and heat
  - NMPF and IDFA deal
  - Conservation Title
    - EQIP
    - Air quality
    - Water quality
  - Nutrition Title
  - Energy Title
CALIFORNIA DAIRY AND THE FARM BILL

- 2012/13 Farm Bill
  + 2008 - 2009
  + HR 5288 (Costa)
    - Supply management
  + Less money
  + Dairy Cliff
  + Dairy Security Act
  + Dairy Freedom Act
  + King Amendment
  + Conservation Title
  + Nutrition Title
  + FMMO?
CALIFORNIA DAIRY AND THE FARM BILL

- Dairy Security Act
- Peterson (D-MN)
  - Elimination of MILC
  - Elimination of DPPSP
  - Elimination of DEIP
  - Margin Insurance
  - Supply Management
- Feed costs

- Dairy Freedom Act
- Goodlatte (R-VA)
  - Elimination of MILC
  - Elimination of DPPSP
  - Elimination of DEIP
  - Margin Insurance
  - No Supply Management
- Feed costs